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Architecture and Process Management
  In the BPTrends BPM Market Survey 2012 recently published on BPTrends we noted that 14 percent of the 

respondents identified themselves as Business Architects or Business Process Architects – the first time we 
have seen this since we began conducting the Survey in 2006. We believe this reflects the widening interest 
in all aspects of business process architecture that we have witnessed over the last several years. 

The interest in business process architecture has multiple sources. Figure 1 provides the overview I have 
used on various occasions that suggests that modern BPM derives from three different process traditions. 
Each tradition, as the Figure suggests, has contributed to the current interest in business architecture. 

Figure 1. How different process traditions have contributed to the evolving concept of business 
architecture. 

Let’s consider these traditions one at a time. 

The Business Management Tradition
The tradition that has been concerned with business process architecture issues for the longest time, at least 
as the term is being used today, is the Business Management tradition. Beginning in the Eighties, Geary 
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Rummler insisted that the place to begin work in an organization was with an organization model and a high 
level process architecture. I’ve reproduced an organization model (Figure 2, below) just to provide an idea of 
the kinds of issues Rummler was focused on. 

Using an organization model, a process redesign team could not only identify the high-level processes in an 
organization, but could connect them with flow arrows to various external stakeholders. At a minimum, this 
assured that everyone in the organization knew exactly what was being discussed when the team 
subsequently decided to focus on a process like the Sell Widgets process. (For Rummler, the ultimate 
“process” in any organization was the organization itself. He always regarded a process as just another 
name for a system. An organization was a system that took in inputs and transformed them to into valuable 
outputs, or products and services,) 

Figure 2. A Rummler organization model. 

The organization model was very important to Rummler because he worked primarily with business 
executives and it was a perfect way to get business people talking about how their organizations worked. On 
the other hand, in reality, most Rummler-Brache redesign teams jumped from an organization model to a 
swimlane diagram of the process they were focused on improving. It was very rare to see an organization 
trying to define all of the processes in an organization or how each of the individual processes related to 
various stakeholders. 

Another individual very much in the Management Tradition is Michael Porter, the Harvard Business School 
strategy professor who developed the idea of Value Chains (See Competitive Advantage, 1985, and Figure 3) 
as a way of describing how all of the core and support activities in an organization come together in an 
integrated strategy that provides a sustainable competitive advantage. Porter’s value chain concept was 
extended in the early Nineties by Michael Hammer who insisted that organizations should organize around 
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Value Chains. Hammer went on to define how a business team should work with senior management to 
define exactly what Value Chains the organization supported. At most, value chains were decomposed into 
major sub-processes, and most of that work was focused on core processes and not sub-processes. 
Hammer, seemingly, never drilled down into defining specific lower level processes and activities. 

Figure 3. Michael Porter’s Value Chain model. 

Using concepts developed by Rummler, Porter and Hammer, process analysts in the Management Tradition 
have been working with business management teams and strategy and planning groups to define business 
process architectures for over twenty-five years. 

The Industrial Engineering/Quality Control/Six Sigma/Lean Tradition 

The Quality Control/Six Sigma/Lean tradition has a much more mixed record. In the Eighties, the Six Sigma 
people hardly touched on process architectures and, instead, were focused on undertaking lots of specific 
improvement projects. Similarly, the first books on Lean said little about architecture and seemed primarily 
focused on eliminating waste. There are, however, two key ideas that came from this tradition. 

First, there was the development of the Capability Maturity Model at SEI which was focused on how 
managers manage processes. CMM, and its successor, CMMI, emphasize that as organizations move from 
Level 2 to Level 3, they move from focusing on specific processes to a broader perspective that includes all 
of the relationships among the organization’s processes. (See Figure 4) CMM goes on to suggest that, having 
worked out the relationships between processes, the organization proceeds, during Level 3 and Level 4, to 
establish process performance measures and to use data from those measures to manage processes. 

CMM led most of the people who talked about process architecture in the Nineties to speak broadly, including 
not only process diagrams of various kinds, but performance measures and even process management 
systems. 



Figure 4. The CMM overview of the levels or phases an organization goes through as it becomes 
more mature. 

The other contribution from the Quality Control tradition was the idea of a Value Stream. This term is much 
abused today, but in its original meaning in the Lean literature, it referred to a major process that began 
with a customer and followed the flow from the customer’s request to the fulfillment of the request. (See 
Figure 5.) The term was rarely mentioned in early Lean publications, but has played a much larger role since 
the mid-Nineties. Notice what is omitted from the Value Stream approach: there is no place for a Design New 
Product process, as its not initiated by the customer, nor is there an obvious place for IT or HR support 
processes, or for Finance or for process management. As the interest in architecture has grown, Lean 
practitioners have gradually tried to expand this approach, and an organization, today, might easily have 
multiple Value Streams, some beginning with a customer and others beginning with other external 
stakeholders. 

Obviously, Value Streams were not designed to create a systematic process architecture like the initial 
Rummler-Brache approach and the Porter-Hammer approach. Instead, Value Streams are a kind of 
preliminary step to a process redesign. The emphasis on CMM, however, really forced practitioners to begin 
to think about how they might formalize a truly comprehensive process architecture. And the increased 
attention on both Lean and business architecture is driving the elaboration of ideas about how to use Value 
Streams. 



Figure 5. A Value Stream map of an organization’s core business processes. 

The IT Tradition 

The third process tradition came to business architecture relatively late. Initially, IT focused on automating 
specific processes. Later, they worried about how to architect specific software applications. In the Nineties, 
influenced by Business Process Reengineering, they began to focus on creating Enterprise Architectures (EA). 
Most early EA developers paid lip service to the idea that an Enterprise Architecture was a stack of 
architectures, and that the top architecture was a business or business process architecture. In practice, 
most Enterprise Architects created something focused on cataloguing IT resources. Figure 6 illustrates an 
Enterprise Architecture model used by the US Government for its Enterprise Architecture effort. 

If one is a process practitioner, then the idea of an Enterprise Architecture is encouraging. One begins by 
understanding what the business is trying to accomplish. Then, one checks to see how software applications, 
data and infrastructure are designed to support the business’s goals. In reality, however, it is generally the 
other way around. The best example of dysfunctional Enterprise Architecture design is provided by various 
ERP vendors who begin with applications and encourage organizations to retrofit their business processes to 
work with the underlying applications. Calling the underlying applications “best practice” applications does 
not change the fact that the business is being altered to support the IT applications and not the other way 



around. 

Figure 6. An overview of the US Government’s Federal Enterprise Architecture Framework (FEAF) 
from an FEAF publication. 

Some Enterprise Architects are well aware of the problems and are working hard to improve the status of 
business architecture efforts within the broader context of EA. Others have decided it’s more honest to 
simply say that existing EA efforts are, in reality, focused only on IT concerns. All of these concerns were 
brought to the fore with the introduction of BPMS products in the early Zeros. BPM Software products are 
designed to allow an organization to model large scale business processes. In essence, BPMS development 
begins with an understanding of the business process, and, if the scale is sufficiently comprehensive, the 
model needs to embrace most or all of the business processes in the organization. At the same time, BPMS 
tools are concerned with defining metrics for the processes, linking results to the business’s strategic goals, 
and reporting results to business managers. In other words, if you are going to use a BPMS tool to manage a 
major business process, you are going to have to do some business architecture work. 

At the moment, several groups in the IT tradition are talking about business architecture issues. The group 
that has gotten the most attention is the Business Architecture group at the OMG, which has been working 
on a Business Architecture standard. In fact, the people involved in this initiative are both working within the 
OMG and working on their own as the Business Architecture Guild (www.businessarchitectureguild.org). That 
group has just released a second version of a Business Architecture Body of Knowledge Handbook. 

Separately, there are several other business architecture initiatives underway. One, for example, is the 
Business Architecture Society, a group that hopes to set up some professional standards 
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(www.basociety.com/resources.html). 

The Problem That Remains 

For all of the efforts by all three of the process traditions, business process architecture remains a 
challenging problem. Anyone who has tried to develop a comprehensive description of all of the processes in 
an organization understands the problem. The available tools are fine for describing the top one or two 
layers of process, but as one moves below the top layers things become very convoluted. While most sub-
processes support core processes, some critical processes, like those reporting to shareholders don’t and 
they require separate approaches. We are a long way from having a straight forward, widely supported 
approach to developing a business architecture. 

Summary 

So, where do we stand today? The good news seems to be that everyone agrees that we need some kind of 
an overview of an organizations, and most are happy to call that a business or a business process 
architecture. The topic is getting lots of attention. 

The bad news is that lots of different people have different ideas about what should be included and how one 
actually goes about creating a useful business architecture. Different groups are using different terms, and 
some seem to be reinventing new terms to describe terms that are already well defined. Of course, this has 
happened before in other domains and, hopefully, as time passes and these new business architecture ideas 
are tested in actual practice, core concepts and a common vocabulary will emerge. 

From the perspective of someone who clearly comes from the Management Tradition, the IT Business 
Architecture efforts, to date, seem more like EA and they seem to de-emphasize process. Starting from 
within EA and creating new concepts that, in many cases represent old wine in new bottles, produces some 
interesting but often confusing ideas. 

In my, admittedly, biased opinion, those who know the most about creating and using practical business 
process architectures are those that come out of the management tradition who adhere to the principles 
developed by Rummler, Porter, and Hammer. 

Those in the Quality Control tradition seem dependent on the Lean practitioners for an approach based on 
Value Streams and, since they are, primarily, still focused on improving processes bottom up, they haven’t 
really faced up to the problems that will arise when they try to create a stand-alone business process 
architecture that describes an entire organization. 

No doubt business architecture will continue to be a confusing topic before clarity is finally achieved. 
Nevertheless, we are collectively working on the problem and will probably reach a consensus in a few years. 
BPTrends will continue to follow this topic and to publish information in an effort to keep everyone abreast of 
what each group is contributing. 

Till next time, 

Paul Harmon 

BPTrends Linkedin Discussion Group
We created a BPTrends Discussion Group on Linkedin to allow our members, readers and friends to freely 
exchange ideas on a wide variety of BPM related topics. We encourage you to initiate a new discussion on 
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this publication, or on other BPM related topics of interest to you, or to contribute to existing discussions. Go 
to Linkedin and join the BPTrends Discussion Group. 
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